FORMAT OF NOMINATION

(The President of India, Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma Gold Model Award)

1. Name of the Student : 
   (In Block Letters)

2. Name of the Department :

3. Year of Passing the Final :
   Exam M.A./M.Sc/M.Com/
   M.Sc.Agri/M.Lib.Sc. (Strike
   out which is not applicable
   supported by the attested
   copy of marksheet)

4. Mailing Address of the :
   Student.

5. Percentage of Marks in the :
   P.G.Final Examination. (To
   be supported by a Rank
   Certificate from Controller
   of Examinations, NEHU.

6. Character and conduct :
   Certificate from the
   concerned Head of the
   Academic Department (in
   Original).

7. Certificate indicating :
   Extra curricular Activities
   of the nominated student
   (in Original).

8. Social Service Certificate :
   of the Nominated Student
   (in Original).

The statement given above is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.

Head of the Department

____________________